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ABSTRACT

It is shown that taking the "chiral symmetry" result

a  (0) - alr(0) = 1/2 as a hypothesis allows straightforward use

of the oscillator formalism to construct 47r and 67r amplitudes

with no tach.yon ghosts, and full Regge behaviour. An attempt is

made to isolate which features of such schemes to generalize

the Lovelace amplitude lead to problematic results in the multi-

pion amplitudes which are obtained.
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I.        In this paper we discuss a generalization of the

Lovelace amplitudel for multiple ctlarged pion_scattering in  ..,
-M

2
the framework of the dual resonance model , without intro-

ducing additional constructs such as quarks.

While it is possible that an entirely satisfactory

derivation of the many pion amplitude will not occur without

introducing quarks, the interesting features of multi-pion

amplitudes at this .stage hinge upon the fact the J' J and 'IrA.1

trajectories have difrerent intercepts, whereas the quark model

tells us the   and T particles are degenerate.

The present treatment differs from other recent

45
works ' on this problem in that the terms in the amplitude

are build operatorially from the outset.3  That is to say:

11

the harmonic oscillator formalism is employed for "evaluating

the necessary graphs. The evaluations are therefore systematic,

and relationships between classes of graphs are recognizable

through use of the formal apparatus which has been set up by

67
several authors. '

The results obtained in this manner are very similar

to those of ReI'. 5 for six pions, and the present methods

can be applied straightforwardly for generalizing to amplitudes

with greater numbers of pions. The only novel feature in

passing from six to eight pions is that the 2'n-·f Reggeon vertex

must be introduced.

However, the details of this generalization will be

'         deferred to a later publication. Our principal concerns for

the present are to illustrate the basis of the method with the
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4 and 6 pion amplitudes; and to discuss those features·

which appear to be independent of the evaluational scheme

used.

II. Unlike the scalar particle case, each planar

tree "graph". which can be drawn has meaning in two distinct

senses. The new meaning is that the graph specifies which

negative mass ghosts are killed by factors a. .. and which are
l J'

killed by variables in the integland U...
1J

In the Lovelace amplitude,

T   (   i  -  ot,z)     T   (1-  4 *,)                                                                                                                                   i
--                            i   =c :i 3  02'.i (01 + cli + ----.Ey)'

(1)                          77    (i -of,&   -  '6 3 )

both kinds of ghost killing occur; recall this is required

to maintain full Regge behaviour. Thus, the four pion ampli-

4                             '
tude is defined as

r/ -4,6 - 1
-A3         ° 

-041 - 443 -1
-AY=      •Ot      1   44 X ((-Xl 2  0(23     44 -*     1 1 -X'6Jo

in order to display symmetry in the way the ghosts are killed.

The summands are equal in this case because an integration by

parts takes us from one term to the other.  But integration

by parts corresponds to no operator natural to the theory,

as the generators of the group of Moebius transt'ormations are,

so this property should not be expected to generalize.

Fig. 4 represents in.this sense that the   1 ghost in

the 56 channel is killed by a and the ghost in the 45
56,

channel by a factor U In Fig. 5 the roles are reversed.
45.

The total amplitude may contain both these terms, as well as

terms f'rom cluster configurations such, as that of Fig. 7, and

all cyclic permutations.
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The second meaning of the graphs is the usual one in

. a dual theory: the initial configuration in which the graph

was evaluated can be distorted to exhibit poles in other

channels, i.e., the integrands must be functions of the invari-

ant quantities U...1J

A.      How are the graphs to be calculated? The matrix

element corresponding to Fig. 1 in the oscillator formalism is

4,Xe Er YO  '    0.                  /7 1              - ot'& - / -811
(2)   <fol i 71& Ll 13 V

A-71 9 \0/ 0 Jli' * (t-X 1,

when evaluated with the propagator
- oc (01      u

(3,                   ac,)     -       f  '      04'     ·     (  it)       r         X"  ;0 ')6(1-7(j      j

i                                       +7& , D- T   o. a. a-UE    R-  T      ,   n-    6f B

and the standard vertices
.il 492/112/lt 1 49 

, 0   -       V.        6
.   ,

-77i. = IV                )
(4)

02. . 1     1
12 1           5          2    *T·        =       2   »,9    =      _   1.    off  R).·

1

Only a factor a is lacking to obtain Eq. (1).  This can be12

inserted operatorially be defining the modified   propagator

to be

-7r
1

(5)    Af(X) E l   «(X
('i 1- I+   -1      1     13   L I)
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When Eq. (5) is sandwiched between the boosted
kxu 9-4*0 /0ground states (conserving momentum) dol 6    ...  -

there is a series of poles for a   (s) = 1,2,......;  thus
Eq. (5) is satisfactory for propagation of particles on the

degenerate 9-I trajectories.
'1

The trick in identifying Eq. (2) with Eq. (1) is

that the difference in intercepts is assumed in advance to be

(6)                                              Gly    (6)       _       .fir     (0)      -6            112.    1

11
assuring Adler zeroes fob the 47T amplitude at the outset.

Now, instead of choosing the Tr of momentum P4 to
be the oscillator ground state, as in Fig. 1, the F of momentum

p3 could have been taken for the ground state.  It is readily

verified that if

c  7)                        14          (%   J       =            -f-    t-&-Ii            /,--0-2--)
14 -09(61-1

(-,)R,
0-X )7.   -

1.

7['0 )
then .              (    °<  tio)    

   +      -=c       J    ,

A,Xo

zo 1 2 71  Z;, T., 6 4, X. 10>  =  IE. 1. C')
, ·At this point, a discussion of the previously mentioned formal

developments is useful, both because of the advantages they

will offer, and because of the limitations to them that become

apparent in the present circumstances.

First,  note that  the
 

propagators introduced  so

far are related.  Using Eq. (3) of Ref'. 6b, it is possible to

write

(8)                                        *r      =      S      Ar   Jl



..i                                                                                     -

6-
7

with

32   +  I    ·» &14   -    1   'G:(-,00+0...,(9)                 S.c     =        (1-  ·<)    1-

6               +4
and                                             11 0 Of   +     \f-:273:ITi

a-*,  -      R
n = 6              J(-1)  ,

(10) JL 6'Xe

32   1 1" - - *   - 7   -  JZ T.
4. . .7'z e lo>  =   11'-.... &.7

Being an operator equation, (8) is valid only when.

its matrix elements are taken with respect to appropriate co-

herent states.  Specifically, it is necessary that7

(11)
S.,    1   fl  >

= 1 y'' (f.., «f>  .

In the case at hand,   l P L) is a 2,r state, which may be de-

noted   20,  1  ;7 = 12'T> = r e A x. 1 07,

and Eq. (11) is valid.  But,with a similar notation,

(12)   Se 13 tr 1 = ( t-/5).9(.1
-     Wlr    (0)

1 31*.

There is a residual dependence upon the parameter of the trans-

formation which arises from the fact the state   37T  includes

a   propagator. Consequently the intercept does not cancel

with a (momentum)2 as in the usual case.  This is found to be

true for any state with more than two pions.

Therefore although (see Fig. 3)

6, Yo 6 2 X •  1  N*
(13a)  61 6 7.  Xy 7, e \0 /

LJ*

=               < 0   1        € 4,   M.       11z           St       /3 y    .«R-      P y € o  I 07

4 i W, .  4 4 K Q       - <oit 71         4 2        73      0                                   2

L ---1
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and

(13b) Ll,r   IS   t      &3     51-      1  11Cip

- <21rt 43' 12·nlr (reverse order) j
"        nevertheless

(13,)  271 / ..,IL+  y S 1 2™.r> 0
<42 K Cr. 0. ) I   Ll 1  1  2 '. 7/ii' '

The utility of these relations will be clarified in Section III,
....

where 6     is  used
in evaluating certain semiperipheral graphs.

B.       The normal 7'r propagator can be taken to be

(14)             A ir   (7,)    =       f --.....44.....- x /4    -     0/,r  Ca J      LI _ 1/,°(P  C.  ,.

Jo -K (1-X)
This expression has poles at a (s) = 0,1,2....., and so is

Tr                                                                ·

satisfactory for propagation of particles on the T and Al tra-
jectories, The peculiar appearance of a 2 (0) in the •Ir propa-

gator is due to the presence of two-body channels dual to any

three-body channel in an amplitude for more than four particles;

·· this factor does not affect the poles of the propagator, only

the p6sition of the zeroes.  As will be seen below, there is

a serious difficulty arising from this manifestation of duality.

(Such a factor was not required for the normal rho propagator

-because the T is the external particle, hence its intercept

effectively appears as any (momentum)2.)

Before actually calculating any graphs, however, note

that Fig. 5, a semiperipheral graph, is not required to equal
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Fig. 4 except at a = 0, where each must factor into a pair of13

Lovelace terms. What is going to make the graphs different?

In the present view, a semiperipheral graph is to
1,             "

be evaluated using a twisted propagator which must be intro-

duced separately from the regular propagator, unless, as was

discussed for the   , some relation between the two is forced

for reasons of consistency. In that case, independence of

choice of ground state led to Eq.  (7).   In the case of the Tr,

no such reason exists, and one is free to choose any object

with the proper pole structure that leads to a dual, Regge

behaved amplitude.

A reasonable ansatz  is  that  0'  has a structure similar
7T

to what would have been obtained had the operations with S

actually been valid.  Thus introduce
-             4 -   t,r  (6 1   -'

A = F  14 (-t) (-  /,R
(1

5) *
,--

Uf 1-01'
JO

The relationships between graphs suggested by Eq. (8) will not

be true precisely because the operations with S are not valid.8

These comments are better explained by turning to

concrete illustrations.

III. Using Eq. (14) the graph of Fig. 4 can be evaluated:

(16)     AG  =         d V   Tu,3 046 -1   i. 1.60(rb   |Al)  ULS 46<ir  (1- 1*,3) 
This turns out to be Eq. (4) of Ref. 5.

'The corresponding expression from Ref. 4, on the other

hand, is
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-06.j - I
(17)            Ab   =              A  v    7r u.·i Of,1 •<SGU163 U,filyf  (f-U„)IU,Y

.   WiC   Ulkrjf
Note that the extra U introduced by Olive and Zakrzewski are

ij

4unnecessary for ghost-killing purposes - U24 and U25 are 3-

body channels, and the single U required is already present.
25

Of course, in the term (1-U  ) there are also 3-channel variables13

and 2-channel variables which kill more than the
lowest - 9

trajectory resonance.  But whereas Eq. (16) is fully Regge-

behaved for any two or three subenergies growing, Eq. (17) is not.

This is not intended as a criticism, since these

expressions are not cyclically symmetric. Once the cyclic

permutations are added, the amplitude of Ref. 4 does fully

Reggeize. What is curious is that the oscillator formalism

has led us to a tachyon-free amplitude so economically that the

term-by-term Regge behaviour has not been lost.

However, a non-trivial objection to -Eq.  (16)  (and

to the corresponding term in the prescription of Ref. 4 as

well) is that the residue at the triple pole a12 = a34 = a56 = 1
PC

is non-vanishing.  This residue has the structure of a (J  =)

1--, 1--, 1-+ coupling, and does not disappear al'ter adding

properly the cyclic and allowed non-cyclic graphs of the same

type. Since three
 90's

cannot couple because of C-invariance,

Eq. (16) predicts a vector meson of abnormal charge conjusation

degenerate with the  7
meson.

It might be that the cluster diagrams (Fig. 7) could

be fixed up to cancel these.undesirable particles. However,

4
Olive and Zakrzewski have already discussed in detail how

such diagrams lead to negative metric ghosts (in the eight F
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case) on the leading trajectory starting with spin 2.  If mat-

ters were modified to enforce specific cancellations, it seems

reasonable to anticipate even greater difficulties of that

kind.

At the outset all possible classes of diagrams had to

be considered, because there was'no reason for excluding any.

The above arguments give reasons for excluding two classes,

the multiperipheral and the cluster. The reasons are a posteri-

ori, and we maintain no pretense that they have been "derived".

The statement is simply that if the diagrams are allowed, very

undesirable predictions result. What is important is that these

results appear to be independent of the calculational details.

There remains one class of graphs.  From Fig. 5 we obtain

<0 i e·¥· 7% 8, T,  Arr 11.  6 5 Ts £ ' x* 167
(18) C| A

-·63-1

=.lot*
      .a                  -  °    '1r           «   '      '  r        .*-(,      -,         (-   3' Jd           J..00

- 2,46-1 (,-3, -4$6     C-44.r -1 - A: 7 (/ -  fl1r                     (1- 11
l,-  i-x,-  z   #,t,        c,-   i   ,rzt,1·'        c,-y  i,)-       1'-1,-

-1

.  f civ T Ui«'i   r ... ,4,' wu   co- ,,c,- U*.n,
In this evaluation, the following identities have been used:

C '---3-'
a M   '    d,   +  4.   X" ;     p.  2    46 +  .£r 3  - )

./-- -\

T <M     (A . 9.  '*3    2-0       (-,f   (12 .P.   T -13 . M   ( M- ,  ,   -   -   .  0
-

M > 1 M 04--/
A l j

M & 7/

M

-            C  = -  4  + , )     =     a 0   PO    B-      C  1  -  7 )      +      i      -ir-        4      6.  4     .V.. 1

1,1

.    T     /A l ( -x) t- --6   l * 1;48
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=   -t'. 4.4    A    (1-7  (,-7,)-    43  4.rA,   (1-9 (,-61)
-

Ri     Ar       A             (     l-     7        1    1-*-},3       +        Clz+6.2,        (#i+649-(,-73

Eq. (18) is readily seen to be free of tachyon ghosts.

Full Regge behaviour is obtained in only some limits, e.g.,

11.6 3 43                                                  06&  1

ofz= r -9 00 J 6 34    'F--4  00 J 4,4 1 - 00     3    £tr·
456 ) OLVJ- )

However, with the permutations of this, term which preserve cyclic

ordering, the complete amplitude exhibits Regge behaviour in all

channels.                 -

Triple poles at spin one on the leading trajectory

are forbidden in Eq..(18) and its permutations.  This result is

not due to the specific choice of lT propagator beyond the mini-

mal requirement that the factor (1-U  ) be present to kill the13/

ghosts in two body channels dual to 13.

However, we have merely postponed meeting the 1-+

particles, perhaps as daughters, until higher in energy.  There

does not appear to be a way of avoiding a three vector-meson

vertex completely, even if we start with no 3 Up Reggeon coup-

ling4.   Eq.  (18) at least allows the attitude that if
the J' '

is discovered, its opposite charge-conjugation brother may also

be found.
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Finally, the identies for
& 2

discussed in Section

I can be used to demonstrate that both'semiperipheral graphs

Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 are needed.  (One is clockwise· ordered, the

other counterclockwise.)  That is to say, the fact that  S

 4*0 #4* means.Fig. (5) and Fig. (6) are not equal.  This

feature has An analog in the calculational scheme of Olive and

Zakrzewski, in which the configuration 1 2 3-+4 5 6 contributes

differently from 6 1 2-0/  3 4 5, the first having a factor

(1-U  ) in the integrand, the latter a factor (1-U ) In the
13/ 35

present scheme, these same factors appear, but the reason for

their appearance can be understood in terms of the allowed

invariances under choice of ground state9.

The 611- amplitude calculated from Figs. 5 and 6 is,

then,

(19) A 6
02,1 0(9 J.   5 

              4.
.1.-1dv   -R Lk7i UL) ULY U·LJ' U3YU/4 ·

·         Il-      (Alj- U3$1 +     (9=e.».)

IV, A. There are two further properties of Eq. (19) which

we wish to discuss here. First, do the Adler zeroes built into

the four T amplitude survive in the generalization? The term

Eq. (18) will be studied first; of course, cor the entire

amplitude to have zeroes, the other five terms hust have the

same zeroes found for this single term. Ror a zero to occur,

it is found necessary to go to a pole a13 = nlo.

The pole comes from the endpoint singularity of the

integrand near f=0; then, since for   l f| >      it is
not legitimate to expand the integrand in powers of f  , it has

8
been suggested  that expressions such as Eq. (18) be written
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' in the form
- ·(,3 -1

(20) f# "'c':„i  i,+L. ]dic-" F   (3,2,  })

This gives the impression that there is a regular term in

addition to the poles in the amplitude.

Actually this procedure is unnecessary. As before,
f

express the amplitude in terms of
2   =       i-27            s o     t h a t

Eq. (18) reads ,  -Ofvr- 1

0(1 1 06 Wf j. Abad# *1
- 4,1-1

 - .e,3-1  -Z ,1,
-  ·(Ly   +   l         (   1  -     .1-   '<r 6       (I_    Cl-3  1 

(t-14-   Hj3            l   ,-   11.
-2/.1,....

Cl- '3 (<-1))--kfirJ-     (1- (1-*3))
Since 0  6      X, 7/35 1 it is perfectly satisfactory

to expand the integrand in powers of 61 .0
A typical residue at the pole a = n is

13

(21) ell'-   WHS-     7   (01, i   4  01,31     8  ('h•,-  /,1-  1   1-  4*  31\)

,         R     C     7.  L   -   oe  w  J-,      I  -    ot .r6 160 1

  ·=fa/9/0°M 141  /,0 -'Af· 5-<(  ·

where  01/ and '7H &             take    the    maximum    value
n. There    will

be a zero in the amplitude f'rom the denominator of' the B function

if, e.g.,

(22) OV| 1         -   4,1       +    (    -
*'23 - 4       (£ 203'

L
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Suppose that  pl = 0 Then-because S/,= /b- in Co)-r-*52 3,1

we have /)'MI -      06 1& t  i   -  kij   -t ne|  - 11  '

Since /*t I = CM- 1 030, there is a zero.
)     A

The same argument applies if  P3 =0  ;  and these remarks are

easily repeated for the other side of the diagram.

Before studying the cases  P2' P5 = 0,

consider some other term in the·total amplitude. An interesting

term is

.-1

(23) <29 044
   AV   1[ wI

" 
It/1:z Ur6 (1- *3.')(1-6(3/) 

In this case, the left-hand residue for a = n is
13

(24) 1El     (/.4 1-  Ott 1  +I,   1  -  'C &3  , 2 r»t,   6   /M  - 2-0

because of the exponent of u13 = y in the integrand.

Clearly the argument for, Pl = O and  P3 = 0 goes
through once again, so this term also has zeroes for vanishing

of these momenta. Similar considerations apply to the remaining

terms in the amplitude. Therefore, at a pole a = n, the entire13

amplitude vanishes for pl' P3' p4  or P6 = 0.(separately).

It may now be questioned whether these are genuinely

Adler zeroes of the six pion amplitude: as· matters stand, they

are zeroes in the subgraphs which refer to 71-+'IT-..  'IrtA+ scatter-
-                                                                   1

ing, where A+ is any particle on the 11- or Al trajectories, and

its daughters. Indeed, graphs which can be separated into two

allowed graphs by cutting a single line are excluded from consid-

eration at the outset in Ref. 11. But realistically a resonance
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"
pole" should have a width, so there will be no zero in the

denominator of the amplitude at Re
a13

= n.  Then a zero in the

numerator should still lead to an over-all zero of the ampli-

t ude. It is not obvious, however, that once such a unitariza-

tion of' the amplitude has been made, the zero in the numerator

we have found will survive.  The question has to remain open.

For P2  or P5 -* 0' the method used above no longer                 '

applies.   Eq. (22) becomes ml  - a.12 +1- a23 + ml, so there

is no zero for P2** 0 , Fortuitously the residue at a.13 = n
vanishes if P2 or P5-* 0 in the case of Eq. (18), but that
does not happen for the other terms in the amplitude unless

n   = 0.  This violation of the Adler consistency condition
13

occurs in an interesting fashion, since the pion with momentum

P2 (e.g ) carri·es the same charge as the particle· in the 13

channel. If the divergence of the axial current were dominated

not only by the low-lying pion, but in addition by "excited 11

pions, a zero would not be necessary as the low-lying pion

went soft. This matter requires more careful consideration than

it can be given here, but we mention it because it is reminiscent

of arguments that vector meson dominance predictions should be

noticeably modified by the presence of higher lying vector mesons.

In any case. the point is that the zeroes based upon

the intercept condition which were built into the foub Tr ampli-

tude have a great deal to do with the zeroes obtained in the

six pion generalization, since the mechanism for their existence

is the same. This is why we have no zeroes whatever away from

a   = n.  The difficulties we have noted may reflect that the
13

mechanism is, al.ter all, inappropriate.
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B.      Finally, although each. term in the amplitude Eq. (19)

factorizes according to the well-known scheme by construction,

the sum factors in a different manner.

At 012 = 1, for example, Eq. (18) contributes the

normally expected meson. In addition, there are termsr
-  4,3-/

(25a)        0(6  3          04 6 4 F, (1 P)    1                   :,
-·634 1

(25b)      al  34     022 S          4   &2   Fi  (78)     3

Eq. (25a) contributes at the pole a = 0  and so is present
13

in  'Irlr -*71-7T Scattering.     Eq.   (25b)   does not, iince  its  first

pole. in  the  13 channel· is.at a = 2.
13

These distinguishable contributions have been noted
12

in Ref'. 4 and 5, and interpreted as a doubling of
the<

They are .present because if we take a many-pion. amplitude and

factor it into four-pion pieces, each must be a Lovelace ampli-

tude. Hence there must be as many a prefacing the integral
ij

as there are internal
  

lines  in the graph.   It is these iactors

which introduce the correlations between right and lei't oi' the

pole that must be interpreted as new 5,5.
One would normally expect the difference in couplings

to lead to a splitting of the masses of the initially degenerate

mesons.  ·Thls has to be regarded as a problem with.thc construe-

tion schemes. Once again, the details are different depending

on how the graphs are calculated, but the general difficulties

are the same.
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( These problems also arise at poles  in a T line.

The residue of Eq. (19) at such a pole can be written

7 L.. 0. 2(* 1   0.  , - )

the effect of the sum of terms being to raise the degeneracy in

the conventional manner. Still, the question of whether these

degenerate particles couple in the same way to any number of

external particles (always respecting G-parity, of course) cannot

be answered without discussing the 8 T amplitude.

V.. In summary, it is possible to employ the oscillator

formalism to construct 4 and 6 pion amplitudes embodying require-

ments of·duality, Regge behaviour, and tachyon killing.  This

is intrinsically interesting because the scheme as outlined in

the paper· works by virtue   ' of Eq.  (6):    if the intercepts  are

not carried except in the propagators, the terms we fail to

pick up to obtain the Bardacki-Ruegg form are just the ones needed

to kill the tachyons, yet-preserve duality and Regge behaviour.

Matters could certainly have turned out differently, and it is

remarkable that this works in just the needed way.

'.          Beyond this "cute" aspect, the oscillator formalism

offers the possibility of generalizing to higher pion ampli-

tudes in a "constructive" manner, i.e., in such a.way that the

connection to lower amplitudes is always clear.  This hope is

based on the fact each term in the amplitude factors in the

standard way, and the new degeneracies arise entirely from

writing the amplitude as a sum of such terms. In addition, there

-    remains the possibility the oscillator l'ormalism has some

connection,to field theory13
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Unfortunately, the formalism has been mutilated to some

extent in the process of applying it.  Certainly the "propaga-

tors" used have no connection with propagators in field theory,
N

and the fact unrelated objects such as AT and aE are not only

possible but necessary is unsettling, to say the least.

Where difficulties (1-+ particles, doubling of
the    ,

no Adler zeroes, etc.) arise, it has been stressed.that they

seem independent of how one calculates the graphs.  The afflic-

tions really stem from what the calculational schemes have in

common, namely, generalizing the Lovelace amplitude by adding
14

together different graphs.  This, in turn, is because the pro-

posed calculational schemes (Ref. 4, 5, and the .present scheme)

regard the ghost-killing factors as accompanying the   to which

they have been assigned wherever it goes. (Hence the double

meaning of a graph.)  These a.. take on the appearance of kine-1J

matical factors. Perhaps what is required is a more "dynamical"

ghost killing.

V.        It is a pleasure to thank Professor Y. Nambu for

suggesting this investigation, and for valuable guidance in

carrying it out.
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Figure Captions

(Please note order.)

Fig. 1    Four pion graph, with particles 1 and 4 as ground states.

Fig. 2 Same, with 1 and 3 as ground states.

Fig. 3 Schematic representation of Eq. (13a.)  The intermediate

line in (a) is assigned 't  .  This is represented by (b),

which also shows the order in which the vertices are written

down. 5  = 3+8 SL then leads to (c).

Fig. 4 Multiperipheral six pion graph.

F ig. 5 Semi-multiperipheral six pion graph.

Fig. 7 Cluster graph with 3
 

Reggeon vertex.

Fig. 6 Semi-multiperipheral graph with ordering opposite that

of Fig. 5.
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